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Abstract
The Internet of Things (IoT) has improved home security for users at home and away, however, most smart home notification systems fail to recognize whether a user has responded to threats in their home. Allowing multiple users to receive alerts can alleviate this issue, but some smart home owners would prefer to limit access controls to “in case of emergency” access. This study explores smart home hub features to co-monitor IoT device access through Role and Event Based Access Control (REBAC), leveraging a device owner’s social network, i.e. neighbors and relatives, when homeowners are not available or have failed to respond to a potential threat. Our findings of user studies with two pilot groups demonstrated user’s willingness to share access to their smart homes, provided access controls had limited permissions. By adding contextual information of an event to traditional access control models, we were able to create richer permission protocols.
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Introduction
Interconnected Internet of Things (IoT) devices are capable of automation and enhanced monitoring. Often connected
and managed through a central hub, this network of devices has been termed a “smart home”. The affordances of these devices has led to their increased use in recent years and continued use is predicted [6]. Previous research in the domain of IoT security and privacy focuses on cyber-threats and software vulnerabilities [7, 8], we further this work by investigating secure access-control methods. Currently, most smart homes lack the capability to share temporary device access, and are single-user entities that discourage collaborative home monitoring when the resident is away through rigid all-or-nothing access to data and controls.

Previous research has examined the types of social roles IoT users are willing to share access with [5]. We extend this work by implementing an access management system into a smart home hub and observe how users collaboratively deal with a simulated threat. We believe a truly “smart” home is a flexible access-control system that is simple and intuitive to set up. This system should allow outside assistance when owners are otherwise occupied. Our main focus is emergency detection, notification, and response, granting temporary emergency access to relatives and neighbors.

**Research Question**

We have posed an overarching research question to help us evaluate IoT hub access control infrastructure and supporting tools: What are the best methods to implement temporary access control of smart homes to ensure effective co-monitoring and handling of threats?

**Research Methods**

The preliminary investigation of this question has been through pilot lab testing with two user groups of 3 and 4 people. The studies employed Scenario-Based Design [3] that presented users with a high fidelity prototype written in HTML and JavaScript in order to test and refine the overall information flows, and notification texts. The insights gathered in this study were used to improve the functionality and interface of the prototype and added to the design specifications for our implementation, called ThingZone.

The main objective of the first user study was to determine people’s preferences pertaining to shared access of their devices in the IoT. To do this, we invited small student groups to engage in role-playing activities with each person assuming a specific role in the group (smart home owner/hub administrator, close friend, and neighbor). The home owner was asked to consider two types of smart home threat scenarios: a fire and unusual upload activity on their home network. They were then asked to begin using the app by sharing access to IoT devices in a way that would help them mitigate these threats. Users first added devices to the smart home hub using the Home Screen (see Figure 1, top) and then added users and their degree of access to these devices (see Figure 1, middle and bottom). While doing so, users were asked to think aloud about their thoughts and concerns about adding a friend or neighbor.

After the administrator completed configuration of the smart home, the two threat scenarios were enacted through a series of drills.

**Initial Findings**

Described here are initial findings from observation of two pilot groups organized by tasks assigned to the users.

**Task 1. Configuring the Smart Home:** After the administrator role registered a smart home, added some virtual devices, and created accounts for others along with access permissions participants reflected on co-monitoring strategies in case of an emergency. Users described the inter-
face as easy to use, but discussed privacy concerns about sharing certain devices, such as a camera, with friends and neighbors. Both groups indicated that they would be especially wary of adding neighbors, however in situations where no one was responding to a potential threat in their home, such as a fire, the participants would certainly want the neighbor to have access.

Task 2. Administrator addressing the threat of fire: A notification of a house fire was presented on the administrators’ phone which they were tasked to read and provide a response. In both pilots, the administrator found the alert concerning and opted to call 911, finding this decision to be most appropriate. Users indicated that the response was clear and seeing the image of their home burning motivated them to respond quickly.

Task 3. Threat is addressed by users with temporary access control: In this instance the administrator was told to ignore the notification, emulating a scenario where the administrator is unavailable. After 15 seconds, the notification reaches the next set of respondents, based on permissions. These members were tasked to read and respond to the event in a similar manner as the administrator in the second task. In all cases, co-monitory members alerted 911 of the threat. Furthermore, they stated that the interface was clear, but felt the alert should be paired with a louder noise, flashing graphics, or have the ability to still provide sound if the phone was silenced. Users stated they are willing to forgo levels of privacy and silence in order to preserve the safety of their home or the home of someone they cared for.

Task 4. Addressing a cyber threat: This began similar to task 2 and 3 with the difference being that the notification displayed was related to unusual network or smart-device activity. In this scenario, users indicated that they might shut down the device or network to ensure the concern was addressed, however they felt uncertain about the best approach in this scenario if responding for someone else.

After all tasks had been presented, the groups were asked to envision the application of this access control. This included integration into emergency alert systems and the impacts of various social "roles" that could come under consideration. Users stated they would be very willing to give access to others provided they could not respond to a threat and access was only temporary in nature.

Discussion and Conclusion
The pilot showed that the access control and emergency detection system that smart home users desire is more complex than what is offered by vendors and third party applications that simply allows homeowners a binary option to either share permanent access with others or not. Our initial prototype included various levels of permissions to add individuals by role, but found that considering access based on threat event may provide more context for work on access controls to smart homes.

One of the important layers is a high-level framework of access control policies that allows the owner to define permissions for users, while being flexible enough to provide additional temporary access in case of an emergency situation. We started testing with the Role Based Access Control (RBAC) model, but quickly realized that our implementation required a more dynamic permission management system and modified the RBAC to take into account contextual information derived from the devices. The resulting model is quite different from the original RBAC model, we term this a Role and Event Based Access Control model (REBAC).

Future work should consider an optimized design to implement such a model in an IoT architecture. We will assume a centralized access management system for the purposes...
of our full user study, but a feasible industry implementation needs to be a distributed approach, where each device can employ access controls on its own [1].

Once implemented correctly, this model can be used to greatly improve how emergency situations are detected and addressed that might otherwise cause damage to life and property. Our future research includes expanding user testing and exploring other possibilities like using data analytics and machine learning to study access patterns and detect anomalies, blockchain based security [4], or an IoT centric social network [2].
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